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Abstract

A neuroimaginginvestigation was conducted to determine the visual

areas of the

human brain involved in the discrimination of visual textures and hues. Twelve healthy
adults performed forced-choice, match-to-sample tasks for either isoluminant colour
patches (red, blue, and yellow) or Brodatz textures, while in a 1.5T whole body clinical

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) machine. Discrimination of colour and visual
textures resulted in distinct but significantly overlapping patterns of activation. Both
wavelength and texture discrimination were accompanied by increased bilateral

activation in the cuneus and lingual and fusiform gyri (V4), with the left side being more
strongly activated than the right. Furtheffnore, each hue produced different activation
patterns within areaY4. The current results suggest that area V4 is not uniquely used for

colour processing. Our results also support a human homologue of the wavelengthdependent cortical organization found within macaque extrastriate cortex.
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The neural correlates of colour perception: an fMRI study

Seeing colour is the ability to discriminate different wavelengths of light.

It

allows those who possess colour vision to segment a visual scene based on this reflected

light, allowing one to detect objects that an observer without colour vision would
otherwise miss (i.e., picking out a clover from a clump of grass; Heywood & Kentridge,
2003). Although colour vision is not uncommon in the animal kingdom, only a few

primate species have a colour vision system similar to that of humans (discussed below;
Rowe, 2002). Studies have suggested several evolutionary benefits to colour vision
systems such as those found in primates and humans. Since most primates have a diet that
consists mainly of fruit and leaves, colour vision is thought to give primates an advantage

in distinguishing fruit on a background of lush foliage (Regan et al., 1998). When fruit is
scarce

it can help distinguish young shoots from less palatable foliage (Dominy & Lucas,

2001), and it can also be used for the identification of conspecies. Humans also rely

heavily on colour. In addition to the ability to detect the ripeness of a fruit, colour can be
used as a diagnostic cue to identity (i.e., a strawberry is red; Tanaka, Weiskopf,

&

Williams, 2001) or for identification when objects are structurally similar (e.g.,
distinguishing between an orange and an apple; Humphrey, Goodale, Jakobson, &
Servos, 1994).
Our understanding ofour experience ofcolour can largely be accounted for based
upon two classes of psychophysical findings. The first class of fìndings involved colour

matching experiments and were the basis for trichromatic colour theory that was fìrst
proposed in 1802 by Thomas Young and later expanded by Hermann von Helmholtz. In

colour matching studies, participants are asked to duplicate

a

patch of a single
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wavelength using a mixture of different wavelengths. When presented with a single

wavelength in the "test field", an individual with normal colour vision can duplicate the
observed colour by using varying amounts of three wavelengths in the "comparison"

field. Thus, even though the two fields are physically different (i.e., composed of
different wavelengths), they are perceptually equivalent. This led to the postulation that
humans have 3 different "colour receptors". The second class of findings involved
behavioral phenomena that could not be explained by trichromatic theory (above) and
became the basis for the opponent-process theory proposed by Ewald Hering (1964). He

noticed that colour information seemed to be arranged in opponent pairs: red/green,

blue/yellow, and black/white. This conclusion was based upon the observation that the
two colours of each pair could never be seen at the same location simultaneously and that

if

one looked at a patch of one of the colour pairs for a period of time (e.g., red), one sees

an afterimage of the opponent colour (i.e., green) once the original colour is removed and

replaced with a white background. As will be discussed later, both trichromatic theory
and opponent-process theory have found considerable support in neuroanatomical studies

of vision.

Measurements of colour and colour vision
The number of colours we can perceive is far greater than our ability to verbally
describe them. Although a large number of colour classifìcation systems have been
developed, these can be segmented into two different types of approach: Those that

simply aim to describe colour experience such as the Munsell color appearance system;
and those that aim to

link colour experience to the activation of the neurological

underpinnings of colour vision such as the International Cornmission on Illumination
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(CIE) color specifìcation system. Both approaches represent standardized ways of
specifying colour (Boynton, 1979). The Munsell system describes color along

3

dimensions: hue (wavelength), chroma (purity or saturation), and luminance (brightness).

In the CIE system, each colour is described by a set of tristimulus values. The tristimulus
values of a colour are the amounts of the three primary colours (approximately: red,
green, and blue) in a three-component additive model required to replicate that colour.

There are a number of ways that colour vision is assessed. However, the most

commonly used tests involve the ability to discriminate wavelengths (colour

discrimination). One common class of tests, pseudo-isochromatic plate tests, consists of
a number

of plates arranged in a booklet. For each plate, the individual must discriminate

a figure defined

by a wavelength difference relative to the background (i.e., a number in

the Ishihara plate test). Individuals with normal colour vision have little trouble

completing this task; however, those with colour vision deficiencies will make errors
because they are unable to discriminate some of the colours in the figure frorn the

background (e.9., "8" looks like a

"3"). A second major class of psychophysical

tests

used to assess colour vision, referred to as arrangement tasks, includes tests such as the

Farnsworth Dichotornous Test and the Famsworth-Munsell 100-Hue Test. Here,

individuals rnust arrange a set of chips (refened to as color caps) according to similarity.
The final type of colour discrimination task is the colour-matching tests used by Young
and Helmholtz. These types of te¡ts are much less commonly used because of the

difficulty in administering them and the specialized equipment necessary to produce the
stlmu.ll.
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Deficits

as revealed

by colour discrimination tests can be useful in diagnosing

both acquired and congenital colour vision problems (Swanson & Cohen, 2003) and can
be helpful in determining the locus of the problem. Slight changes in the ability to

discriminate colours are often associated with acquired or congenital abnormalities early

in the colour vision system (see subsequent sections for

a description

of the physiological

basis of colour vision). Colour vision losses that impair opponent pairs of colours equally

(i.e., equal deficits in the discrimination of blues and the discrimination of yellows) may
be an indication of trauma to the parts of the brain responsible for the early stages

of

colour information processing that mediate opponent processes, whereas colour
discrimination losses that are greater for a single colour in an opponent pair (i.e., a
perceptual deficit for green greater than for red or greater for yellow than for blue) may
result from injury to higher level cortical colour mechanisms (Barbur et a1.,2005;

Bartolomeo et al., 1998; Schoppig et al., 1998). A total loss in the ability to discriminate
colours is called achromatopsia. Achromatopsia is typically caused by brain injuries (i.e.,
cerebral achromatopsia); however in rare instances it may be due to congenital
abnormalities in which individuals possess only a single type of cone photoreceptor.
Regardless of the cause, achromatopsia results in a total loss of the conscious experience

of colour including the ability to narne, sort, or match colours (Heywood & Kentridge,
2003; Zeki, 1990).
There are also processes further "upstream" frorn those responsible for colour

discrimination. These higher-level cognitive processes include colour naming and
classification (Nijboer, van Zandvoort, & de Hann , 2006), and have often been explored
in the context ofpatient research. In cases of colour anomia, the individual cannot name
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individual colours although he/she can discriminate between colours (Davidoff &
Ostergaard,1984).In colour agnosia, individuals have loss of colour knowledge, yet still
retain colour discrimination abilities (e.g., they may colour a black and white line-

drawing of a banana purple; Miceli et

a1., 2001).

Colour Processing in the Geniculostriate Pathway
The neural basis for the trichromatic colour theory discussed above is found at the

level of the retina. As light hits the back of the retina, it stimulates the chemical release

of

rhodopsin in what are known as the "rod" and "cone" photoreceptors, which transform

light into electrical signals. The rods are predominantly used for low-light vision and play

little or no role in the processing of colour information. The three different cone
photoreceptors are used for daylight vision and are critical to the processing of colour

information. Each of the cone types are maximally sensitive to different wavelengths of
light and are commonly named according to their peak sensitivities: Long wavelength
sensitive (LWS) cones are maximally sensitive to 5ó4nm, medium wavelength sensitive

(MWS) cones are rnaximally sensitive to 534nm, and the short wavelength sensitive
(SWS) cones are rnaximally sensitive to 420nm. These peak sensitivities roughly
correspond to the perceptions of red, green, and blue, respectively. The SWS cones are

phylogenically rnuch older than the MWS and LWS cones. The MWS and LWS cones
only evolved approximately 35 million years ago from a common gene and have
considerable overlap in their absorption spectrums, while the S'WS absorption spectrum
has very

little overlap with these newer cones (Gegenfurter, 2003). Absence of or injury

to any, or all, of these cone types leads to colour vision deficits that range from slight to
severe, respectively.
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Whereas behavioral demonstrations consistent with trichromatic theory can be
accounted for by the response properties of the cones,

it is believed that the differential

contribution that the individual cone types make to the responses of the retinal ganglion
cells forms the initial stage of colour opponent processing as described by Hering
(red/green and blue/yellow and black-white; 1920, 1964) (Sperling & Harwerth 1971;

Mullen & Losada |994).Information from the LWS and MWS cones are subtracted from
each other, and feed into the parvocellular retinal ganglion cells, forming the first stage
the red/green opponent channel.

At the

of

same time, the signal from the SWS cones is

subtracted from the sum of the LWS and MWS cones; feeding into the small bistratified

retinal ganglion cells to form the first stage of the blue/yellow opponent channel. Finally,
the signal from LV/S and MWS cones are added together to form a third, black/white
channel. These channels fonn the optic nerve, which crosses at the optic chiasm and then
connects to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), within the thalamus. The LGN is a

"knee shaped" structure that is composed of 4 parvocellular layers, 2 magnocellular
layers and 6 koniocellular layers. Red/green and blue/yellow chromatic information flows

from the retinal ganglion cells of each eye via parallel tracks to the parvocellular and
koniocellular layers of the LGN respectively (maintaining their opponent channels).
Retinal ganglion cells that carry black/white infonnation attach to the magnocellular
layers of the LGN. Information from each eye is still separate at this stage and synapse

onto altemating layers of the LGN.
The outputs from the LGN then form optic radiations, which synapse in layer 4

of

the primary visual cortex (V1). The first two cortical areas responsible for visiori (V1 and

V2) seem to be a "pre-preprocessing centre", where the basic components of vision are
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extracted (Gegenfurter, 2003). From the primary visual cortex the visual systems divides

into two "streams" of processing: a dorsal stream and a ventral stream (Goodale

&

Milner, l992;Ungedieder & Mishkin, 1982). The latter stream is where processing is
thought to occur during such tasks as identifìcation, learning, memory, and imagery and

is thought to provide us with our conscious, visual perception of the world (Milner &
Goodale, 1995). The ventral stream projects ffom V1 viaY2 to the inferior temporal
lobe (Ungerlieder & Mishkin, 1982) and it is in this stream that we find the primary
centers for colour processing.

In the study of visual processing, including the pursuit of a colour center in
extrastriate cortex, monkeys have been used extensively as a model for human vision

(Hadjikani, Liu, Dale, Cavanagh, & Tootell, 1998; Sereno & Tootell,2005; Tootell &
Nelissen, 2004; Tootell, Tsao, & Vanduffel,2003; Ungerlieder & Mishkin,7982; Xiao et
aL,2003 &.2006; Zeki, 7991, 1997). While there are many parallels in macaque and

human visual cortex, the monkey-human homology is far from complete. At present,
seems that areas

V1,V2

it

and V5 (a higher level cortical area in the parietal cortex that is

most responsive to motion) may be the only well defined homologies (Sereno & Tootell,
2005; Tootell et a1.,2004). Nevertheless, primate research has proved to be an invaluable

tool for the understanding of human colour processing.
Studies of macaque visual cortex have been carried out using many different

methodologies, including: histology, single unit recordings, optical recording, neural
tracers, lesions, deoxyglucose, and microstimulation (Tootell et aL.,2003). As a result

of

these investigations we understand a great deal about the topography, functional

properties, and intercortical connections of the macaque visual cortex (De Yoe, Felleman,
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Van Essen, & McClendon, 1994; Fellemen & Van Essen, 1991; Nascimento-Silva,
Gattass, Fiorani,

& Sousa,2003).

Histological studies using Cytochrome Oxidase (CO) staining have shown that,
throughout macaque visual cortex, there exist many areas commonly referred to as "CO

blobs" (areas in which cells bond to, and are therefore rich in, cytochrome oxidase upon
dissection; Horton & Hubel, 1981; Wong-Riley,1979), and it is thought that cortical
processing of colour occurs within these CO rich regions (Ghose & T'so, 1997;
Landisman & T'so, 2002; Lu & Roe, 2008; Tootell et a1.,2004). Primary visual cortex
appears as a spatially ordered collection of columns of CO blobs and "interblob" regions
(areas that do not stain from CO) that primarily traverse layers

3B,4A,

and 4C of

V1. CO

staining of area V2 has shown that it is also a highly organized section of cortex,
consisting of thin dark CO rich stripes and thick dark CO rich stripes interleaved with CO

poor interstripes (Shipp & Zeki,2002; T'so, Roe, & Gilbert, 2001). The efferent
connections of the CO blobs in

Vl

have their primary inputs in the middle, thin dark CO

rich stripes of Y2. CO staining in higher cortical areas of vision, including V4 (found in
the posterior fusifonn gyrus) and areas directly anterior toY4, TE and TEO, have shown

additional CO rich areas. The afferent connections for these cortical areas arise from the
dark stripes in V2. These higher level areas seem to be less orderly, but once again adopt
a columnar organization that may be the subunits of cortex specifically used

for

processing color information.
Studies using single- and multi- unit recordings in macaque largely confirm the

findings from histological research. Neurons in or near the CO blobs throughout cortical
visual areas, including V7,V2,V4, and beyond are responsive to color (Hanazawa)
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Kamatsu, & Mirakami,2000; Lu & Roe, 2007; T'so, Roe, & Gilbert, 2001;Zeki,1973).
The efferent connections from LGN attach to neurons in layer 4 of

Vl, but there appears

to be some debate as to whether these early stage neurons retain the opponent process
properties of the incoming connections (Horwitz, Chichilnisky, & Albright, 2007;

Wachtler, Sejnowki, & Albright,2003). Regardless, in other layers of

Vl,

complex cells

produce a more sophisticated representation of the incorning colour information. Single

unit recording studies further confìrm that there are dense clusters of colour sensitive
neurons within the thin dark stripes of V2 (Gegenfurtner, Kiper, & Fenstemaker,1996;
Ship & Zeki,2002), and near the CO blobs within Y4 (2eki,1913).
Studies ernploying lesion techniques on macaques have focused on higher level

cortical processing of colour, often surrounding the role of V4 and the areas anterior to it

in colour processing (Cowey & Heyrvood,1995; Heywood, Gadotti, & Cowey, 1992;
Schiller, 1993; Walsh, Carden, Butler, & Kulikowski, 1993). Classically, V4 was thought
to be responsible for the majority of colour information processin g (Zeki 1991 , 1998).

However, Heywood et al. (1992) found that when V4 was removed, lesioned macaques
performed almost as well as controls on discriminating between ordered and disordered
affays of colours or grays. They also performed as well as controls when the task was to
select the odd-one-out in an array of colours. Other research, using tasks similar to

Heywood et a|. (1992), have lesioned areas anterior to TEO. When the lesion included
PITd (an area anterior to V4 but posterior to

teo;

also referred to as

V4A; Zeki,7996),

'When
colour perception was impaired.
the lesion did not encompass PITd, investigators

found that while colour vision was impaired, it was more akin to dyschromatopsia (an
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incomplete form of achromatopsia in which individuals have diffìculty perceiving
particular hues; Heyr,vood & Kentridge 2003; Cowey, Heywood, & Irving-Bell, 2001).
In terms of the internal organization within given colour processing areas within
the macaque brain, much more is known about the early visual areas

(V1/V2) than higher

visual areas. Xiao et al. (2006) have shown that hue discrimination in macaques is
represented in V1 by activation of different clusters of cells surrounding the blob areas

for different hues (i.e., a different cluster of cells activate for red as opposed to blue).

Within hue differences (i.e., different shades of red) appear to be represented by maximal
activation of different points within the area responsible for the colour category. Xiao et
al. (2003) found a similar, topographically organized, set of hue specific activation
patterns inY2, supporting areas of a colour specific processing pathway. Intemal
organization of the colour areas beyondVz, in V4 and beyond, is not yet well
understood.

Thus far, we have only considered how/where colour information is processed in
isolation. However, as many studies of macaque have pointed out, although there are
many areas withinYZ and V4 that are colour sensitive, they may not uniquely activated
by hue (Cowey et al,2001; Conway & Tsao, 2006; Ghose & T'so, 1997;Heywood et al.,
1992; Tootell, Nelissen, Vanduffel,

& Orban, 2004). For instance, while the thin dark

stripes in the middle layers of Y2 appear to be hue specifìc, in layers 7,2 &. 6 of Y2,

neurons within the thin dark stripes are responsive to multiple types of sensoryinput
(e.g., both colour and motion; Gegenfurtner et a1.,1996; Ship

& Zeki,2002). It is thought

that these layers are responsible for integration of rnultiple cues for higher level
processing. This fact is very important for the discussion of higher level cortical
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processing of colour, because it appears the connections that feed into areaY4 do carry

orientation and direction information as well as colour information. Thus, V4 is also used

in the processing of features such as form (Ghose & T'so, lg97). Taken together, there is
clear evidence that V4 and areas anterior to V4 play a role in colour perception and the
experience of colour in macaque (Conway & Tsao, 2006); however it also appears that
the perception of colour is a cortically distributed process (Gegenfurtner, 2003).

Primary visual cortex

(Vl),

and some extra striate areas includingY2, V3 (an area

immediately anterior toY2), and perhaps V5 have well documented parallels in the
human and monkey visual systems (Tootell et al., 2004). However, as previously stated,
the humar/monkey homology is far from complete. One reason for our inability to
complete comparisons between the two species in areas beyond primary visual cortex is
that research with human subjects is restricted to less invasive protocols. While, we can
use post-mortem analysis

for cellular structure, technologies such

as

single- and multi-

electrode implants are just not a possibility. As a result, human studies of colour
processing are primarily limited to post brain injury studies, positron emission
tomography (PET), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (ÍMRI) studies.
Human studies of cortical colour processing have often centered on individuals

with brain injuries, usually either due to stroke or trauma. These individuals have either
achromatopsia (the inability to perceive colour) or dyschromatopsia (an incomplete form

of achromatopsia; Barbur, Veit, & Plant,2005; Beauchamp, Haxby, Rosen, & DeYoe,
2000; Critchley, 1965;Damasio, Yamada, Damasio, Corbett, & McKee, 1980; De Renzi

& Spinnler,1967; Kennard, Lawden, Morland, & Ruddock,7995; Pearlman, Birch, &
Meadows, 1979; Ruddock & Waterfield,1978; Ruttiger et aL,7999; Schoppig et al,
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1998; Shuren, Brott, Scheft, & Houston , 7996; Victor, Maiese, Shapley, Sidtis,

&

Gazzaniga,l989; Young & Fishman, 1980; Zeki,1990). The severity and range of
impairments in colour vision vary across these studies. However, it seems likely this is
due to the accompanying variation in size and location of the lesions throughout these

individuals.
In perhaps one of the largest studies undertaken to define the effects

of

hemispheric damage on color perception and memory, De Renzi and Spinnler (1967)
tested 100 left lateralized and 73 right lateralized brain damaged patients against 100
controls participants. They found that both groups with brain damage performed below
the level of controls on both a match-to-sample task and an Ishihara plate task, with rightlateralized patients showing a greater impairment in both tasks. The authors posit that this
may be due to some unilateral processing in the right hemisphere that might be required

for "perceptually complex" stimuli, such as an Ishihara plates. These results have since
been repeated in case studies as

well (e.g., Pearlman et aI.,7978; Victor et al., 1989).

Individuals with lesions to the lingual gyrus and posterior fusiform g)¡rus have shown the

ability to discriminate between colours with larger separations in colour space, but have
difficulties with colour sorting tasks. Horvever, more recent patient work (Beauchamp et
a1.,2000; Shuren et al., 1996) have suggested bilateral activation in ventral-medial areas

for the Famsworth-Munsell colour sorting task, thus disputing the notion of lateralized
function for complex stimulus processing. Furthermore, damage to left lingual/fusiform
gyrus did produce irnpaired colour vision in at least one patient (Schoppig et al., 1998),

but not complete achromatopsia, further supporting the necessity of both hemispheres for
colour perception.
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Achromatopsia is suggestive of a specifi c area required for all colour processing.
However, complete achromatopsia is quite rare, and the more common form of colour
perception deficit is dyschromatopsia (Heyr,vood & Kentridge, 2003). Individuals with
dyschromatopsia might still have difficulties discriminating hues in all regions of colour
space, but these deficits are frequently more pronounced
a1.,2005:. Bartolomeo et al., 1998; Pearlman,

in one particular area (Barbur et

Birch, & Meadows, 1979; Schoppig et

1998). This leads us to an interesting possibility: there is a functional segregation

al.,

of

cortex for specif,rc stimulus properties that extends to different colours in human
extrastriate cortex. For example, Barbur et al. (2005) examined 20 individuals who had
sustained damage to extrastriate areas of cortex. The investigators found, as with much

of

the previously discussed research, that damage to specific parts of the brain could elicit
selective loss of colour sensitivity. Two of the individuals showed a significantly greater
loss of sensitivity for red than green and four individuals showed a significant loss

of

sensitivity to blue but not for yellow. This type of selective colour loss has been
previously reported in other patient studies (e.g., Schoppig et al., 1998), in which one

individual showed difficulties in discriminating blue, while two other showed
discrimination deficits in the red regions of colour space. This has, as yet, not be directly
tested in healthy controls, but aligns well with the proposed hue specific processing in

Vl/V2 of macaque (Xiao et al., 2003 ,2006).
Although there is a wìde array of difficulties reported in all of these patient
studies, what is consistent is that the individuals in these studies all have damage to

ventromedial cortex, including, but not necessarily limited to, the lingual and fusiform

gyri (a proposed homologue to macaque Y4; Zeki,l998). The unfortunate consequence
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of lesion studies in humans, as alluded to above, is that there is no control on the size or
location of the lesions. As a result, individuals often have multiple deficits, such as colour
anomia (the inability to name colours), colour agnosia (the inability to associate colours

to objects), or more general cognitive impairments such as aphasia (De Renzi & Spinnler,
1967). These confounds make

it impossible to determine the exact role and functional

organization ofcolour processing in these areas via lesion studies alone.
The advent of fMRI techniques has allowed researchers to study higher level

cortical processing of colour in humans via a non-invasive technique (Amedi, 2005;
Bartels &.2eki,2000; Beauchamp, Haxby, Jennings, & DeYoe, 1999; Cant & Goodale,
2007, Chao & Martin, 1999; Engel, Zhang, & Wandell,1997; Hadjikani, Liu, Dale,
Cavanagh, & Tootell, 1998; Howard et al, 1998; McKeefry

&Zeki,l997; Tootell &

Hadjikani, 2002). These studies have generally found strong bilateral activation in the
lingual and fusiform gyri. For example, using

a passive

perceptual task in which

participants viewed mondrian pattems consisting of either 8 colours (chromatic) or

differing levels of grey (achromatic), Howard et al. (i998) found that colour perception
involves a large distributed network that includes

Vl

and V4. However,

it

also includes

activity in the lingual gyrus, and areas anterior to V4, particularly in right anterior
fusiform gyrus, and the insula (bilaterally). In contrast to this, and the earlier lesion
studies of De Renzi and Spinnler (1967) and Pearlman et al. (1978) that postulated some

right lateralization of colour perception, some recent imaging studies have demonstrated
greater activation in left fusiform gyrus than in the right for perceptual tasks (Beauchamp

et a1.,1999; Chao& Martin, lggg).However, the left fusiform gyrus is also implicated in
colour naming (Chao &lØ.afün,1999), thus this additional activation can be accounted
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for if participants in these studies were able to use verbal encoding strategies. Thus it
seems that, although there is some variation regarding lateralization, activations are

generally represented bilaterally (although see discussion).

Using fMRI, flat maps, and retinotopic mapping techniques Hadjikhani et al.
(1998) mapped out and compared macaque and human brain areas responsive to colour.

They found that areas most responsive to colour in human extrastriate cortex are in an
area ventral to

V4 in the posterior fusiform gyrus. The authors labeled this new area V8

and suggested that V8 is directly involved in the conscious perception of colour.

However, controversy still exists over the appropriate label for the area (see
Gegenfurtner,2003; Tootell et al., 2003, and Wade eta1.,2002;Zeki,1998). Zekietal.
(1998) refuted the claim put forward by Hadjikhani et al. (1998), stating that no new
discovery had been made, and that Hadjikhani et al. had simply renamed the ventral
aspect of the already known areaY4. While this debate has still not been adequately

resolved, two things are apparent: I ) while V4 still appears to be involved in colour
processing, its role is unclear, and 2) areas anterior to V4 are also involved in the
successful processing of colour in both humans and prirnates (Cowey

& Heywood,2001;

Hadjikhani et al., 1998; Mullen, Dumoulin, McMahon, Zubicaray, & Hess, 2007 Tootell
et a1.,2004).
Imaging studies have also begun to investigate hue selectivity in visual striate and
extrastriate cortex (Liu & Wandell, 2005; Mullen

"t

u1.,2007). These investigations have

aimed to characterize the cortical processing of colour as a function of the opponent
channels previously discussed. In these experiments, participants attended to stimuli
composed of blue/yellow, red/green, or black/white concentric rings. Both studies found

Colour Perception
that all stimuli produced activation throughout visual cortex, including
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V7,V2,V3,V4,

and in the ventral occipital cortex (VO; areas anterior to V4 which may encompass V8/

Y4a). Both studies also found that only area VO showed an overall preference for
chromatic stimulation. Finally, Liu and Wandell found that

Vl

& VO were most

responsive to redlgreen stimuli, followed by black/white (lurninance) and then by

blue/yellow stimulation, demonstrating that hue selectivity can be detected in imaging
paradigms. Although Mullen et al. (2007) did not find these same chromatic differences;
the authors believed that this was due to differences in the spatial frequency of the

stimulus sets used in the two studies (i.e., Mullen et al. used a higher spatial frequency set
of rings than did Liu & Wandell). Regardless, these investigations still suggest that there
is a way to quantify hue selectivity in human cortex via imaging techniques.
As with studies of macaque colour processing, we must also be cautious not to
over generalize our description of the organization and function of the fusiform and

lingual gyn in human studies. Although the lingual and fusifom gyri have been
implicated in colour processing, processing of other stimuli also occur within these
structures, including: processing faces (i.e., the fusiform face arca; Kanwisher,

McDermott, & Chun, 1997), places (i.e., parahippocarnpal place area; Epstein &
Kanwisher, 1998), objects (i.e., Lateral Occipital Complex; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, &
Kanwisher, 2001) and texture (Beason-Held et a1., 1998). Most recently, Cant & Goodale
(2007) demonstrated that, based on a voxel-wise (i.e., whole brain analysis) and Regiõn

of Interest analysis, there were no areas in the human homologue of the V4 complex (i.e.,

V4 + V4NV8) that were differentially activated for colour when cornpared to texture.
This does not exclude V4 from being

a

requirement for the processing of either texture or
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colour. It does mean that there is at least some activation of the lingual and fusiform gyri

in the perception of both colour and form, and the result when completing a subtractive
analysis to compare the two processes is a sub-threshold activation map.

The goal of the current study was to further elucidate the boundaries of the

network involved in the perception of colour. Furthermore, we also compared the
processing of different hues to see if there is a topographical organizationwithin the
structures involved in perceiving colour, similar to those demonstrated in macaque (Xiao

et a1.,2003;2006), and as has been suggested in human studies (Barbur et a1.,2005;
Jakobson, Pearson,

& Robertson, 2008; also

see

Zeki et al.,1990).

Methods

Partìcipants
We recruited 15 female participants aged 35-401 , who are healthy, right-handed
dominant (as determined by a 1O-question modified Edinburg handedness inventory;

Oldfield, 197I) had normal colour vision,

as measured

by the Ishihara Plate Test

(Ishihara, 2001), and nonnal or corrected to normal visual acuity. All participants
completed an MRI screening questionnaire with a physician (Appendix A), and informed

written consent was obtained (Appendix B).

Materials
A1l stimuli were presented using E-prime, on a Pentium PC (running Windows

NT). All images were calibrated on a computer monitor, outside of the MRI testing
environment, to 2" visual angle when viewed at a distance of 45cm. However, in the

I

In addition to the aims of my studies, the data collected may also be used as a baseline for comparison
with an individual with a brain injury and a colour memory deficit. Therefore, the inclusion criteria for the
study have been selected to ensure that participants are similar to the patient in age and brain lateralization.
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current testing environment all images were presented to participants via goggles (Avotec
system) mounted on the head coil. Thus, the retinal size of the stimuli may have been

different than2" visual angle and may have varied by a small amount across individuals
due to differential refraction indexes. However, this change in stimulus size would have
been the same across all stimuli and hence, all stimuli would have been equal in size for a

given participant. Participants responded via a four button response pad that was molded

in the form of

a cast so that

it could be comfortably strapped to the participants' arm

during the MRI acquisition.
The three sets of colour stimuli used were selected from Munsell colour space
(see Figure 1 below). According to the Munsell system, colour space is represented

by

a

cylinder and defined by 3 dimensions: luminance (or value) on the vertical axis, chroma
(or saturation) on the horizontal axis, and hue on the outer circumference.

ttoì ue

red
geì

I

olv-red
geì I ow

greenUel

Ol 994 Encgclopaedia Britannica,

lnc.

Figure l. The Munsell colour space defined along three axis: hue, ch¡oma, and value
(http ://rvwrv.britannica.com/ebc/art-l 068).
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The value and chroma of the stimuli in this task were fixed at 5 and 10 respectively, when

viewed on a computer monitor (it is important to note that these values may also have
changed due to being viewed through the Avotech goggles when completing the task

in

the MRI). Four stimuli with similar hues were selected from each of the red, yellow and

blue colour categories such that each one is at least 2.5 perceptual steps from its most
similar patch and no more than 10 perceptual steps from its most dissimilar patch. See
Appendix C for the Munsell colour coordinates and illustrations of the colour stimuli.
The textures used were marble-like textures from Brodatz's textures (see Appendix C).
There is no standardized metric for texture, making it impossible to create equal
perceptual steps. However, this stimulus set has been used previously (Jakobson,
Pearson,

& Robertson, 2008). In that study, participants performed equally well on a

match-to-sarnple task involving the Brodatz textures and colour patches employed here.

Procedure
Once in the magnet, but prior to the first functional

MRI acquisition period,

participants completed a practice match-to-sample task using line drawings as stimuli (a
back-pack, wheelbarrow, and oven-mitt). The procedure was identical to the match-tosarnple task detailed below, but contained only 5 trials. This was done to ensure all

participants were clear on the instructions and use of the response buttons, and could
carry out the task adequately. Participants then completed the discrimination task
described below during the fMRI assessment. Participants were given on-screen

instructions at the beginning of the task, and verbally confirmed that the instructions had
been read and understood prior to starting the test trials.
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Match-to-sample Task.In each block of 5 trials, stimuli from one of three hues
(red, blue, or yellow) or textures was presented. Participants simultaneously viewed a test
patch (on the top of the screen) and two probe patches (at the bottom of the screen) for

2s. One of the two bottom patches always matched the test patch, while the other was
different from the test stimulus. Participants were asked to indicate which of the probe
patches matched the test patch by pressing either the index finger button for the image on

the left or the middle finger button for the image on the right. After the initial 2s,
participants had an additional 2s to make a response while the screen was blank, after

which the next trial began. Participants completed 5 blocks (of 5 trials) for each of the
four stimulus types (red, blue, yellow, or texture; 100 total trials). These blocks of trials
were presented in a random order that was identical for all participants. Preliminary
assessment of the behavioral data for the first 6 participants showed that, for the yellow
and red colour patches, performance was at chance

(t:

1.07

&

.816 respectively;

p>

.33). In an effort to improve performance, the stimuli were altered for the remaining

participants such that the differently coloured patches should be easier to discriminate
from the test patch.

MN Data Collection. The

data for this block design experiment were collected at

the Health Sciences Center MR facilities. The experiment was conducted using a 1.5
Tesla whole body magnet (General Electric Signa Horizon LX) with a homogeneous
birdcage coil. Conventional BOLD imaging techniques were used. Whole brain EPI
images were referenced and acquired parallel to the AC-PC line (anterior/posterior

comrtissure; Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). The number of slices used for the data
acquisition of both the functional and anatomical runs varied as a function of the
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participants in order to maximize brain coverage. The 22-24 slices were imaged in the
coronal plane. Single-shot blipped gradient-echo planar images were acquired (TR/TE

:

2000/40 msec, flip angle: 90", 64 x 64 matrix, 25 cm FOV). T1-weighted gradient-echo
images were acquired using a spoiled gradient-echo sequence (1.5mm slice thickness,
25cm FOV, in plane resolution of .94 x .94mm, TE

:

5ms,

TR:24 ms, flip angle:30

degrees).

Behavioral Analysis. Data were collected via E-prime and response accuracy was
analyzed via SPSS using traditional repeated measures analysis.

MRI Data Analysis. Data was analyzed using SPM-2 (Friston et al., l995a,b,c),
Marsbar (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, & Poline, 2002), and WFU Pickatlas (Casanova et
a1.,2007). Data was spatially preprocessed, smoothed (6mm isotropic), and warped to the

MNI template. Contrasts on the individual data were carried out using an uncorrected
criterion of 0.001 (extent threshold

k:0).

Group, voxel-wise analysis employed a single

sample t-test using an uncorrected criterion of .0001 (extent threshold k

:

20). This whole

brain (voxel-wise) analysis was used to confirm that the fusiform gyrus was an
anatomical Regions of Interest (ROI). Marsbar and WFU Pickatlas were then used to
carry out a second group analysis within the fusiform gyrus to further cotnpare the hue

specific activation maps.

Results

Behavioral Analysis.
Multivariate analysis showed that performance was significantly affected by
colour (F

:

14.35,p

:

.001). Upon further inspection, we found that participants were

significantly better at discriminating texture (M

:

92.78%; SD

:

3.38) than blue (M

:
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68.89%; SD
all

p <.009.

:

7.3), red (M

:

59.75o/o; SD

:

7.10), or yellow (M

:

68.70%; SD

61

:7.10),

Importantly, there were no significant differences in performance between

the different hues (blue, red, and yellow). Altering the number of perceptual steps
between the target and comparison colour patches did not significantly improve

discrimination performance

(F:

.746,

p:

.408), and therefore the groups were collapsed.

However, it did raise the overall accuracy for yellow to above chance
as desired, but

it did not for red (r :

.82,

p

:

(t:

2.71, p

:

.02)

.45).

MN Analysis.
Given that the colour stimuli had been altered part way through the experiment in
an effort to improve accuracy performance, a between groups, voxel-wise (i.e., whole

brain) analysis was completed to determine if this change in stimuli produced any
differences in activation pattems. There were a number of voxels throughout the brain
that were significantly more active for the group that viewed stimuli separated by larger
perceptual steps when using a liberal, uncorrected, threshold of

t:

4.0

ç:.991;

no extent

threshold). However, these activations were widely distributed across the whole brain

with no apparent pattem, or any particularly large cluster of activation. Given that there
were no performance differences between the two groups these activated voxels can

likely be attributed to random group variability. Our primary

area

of interest and the

groups were therefore collapsed for further analysis. Voxel-wise analysis was carried out
on each of the effects of interest (i.e., the three colours: blue, red, and yellow, and
texture). Figure 2 shows that the perception of texture and colour both require alarge
overlapping network that includes the cuneus, lingual, and fusiform gyri.
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Figure 2. Voxel-wise activation pattern for colour (above) and texture (below) using a threshold of p -.0001

(k:

20).

Perception of colour and texture both appear to be left lateralized, with colour
processing requiring more resources near the borders of the lingual/fusiform gyri while
the processing of our texture stimuli required additional resources from the

parahippocampal gyrus (more anterior activations). Next, a voxel-wise analysis was
carried out on the differences between colour processing (the average of the three colour

conditions) and texture. Colour processing did not produce any signifìcantly more
activated clusters when compared to texture. However, texture produced significantly
more activations in the cuneus and lingual gyri (Figure 3), though not in the fusiform
gynrs (where higher level colour processing is assumed to occur). In order to further
charactenze colour processing and distinguish

it from the processing of texture

information within the fusiform gyrus, two different types of

a

priori ROI

analyses were

also cornpleted. Using the Marsbar SPM toolbox, an anatomical ROI of the fusiform
g)..rus was developed (using the
eT a1.,2002).

Anatomical Automatic Labeling Atlas; Tzourio-M azoyer

Even though the voxel-wise analysis showed no particular clusters

of
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activation in the fusiform gyrus, texture processing produces signifi cantly more
activation in the fusiform gyrus (as a whole) than did colour

Figure 3. Texh¡re > colour contrast using a th¡eshold of
and lingual gyrus.

p:.0001 (k:

(t:2.65, p:

.04).

20). Differences exist in the cuneus

The next goal was to further investigate how different hues are processed. Upon

visual inspection of the whole brain analysis, it appeared that all three colours activated
the same network of cortex (Figure 4), although there were minor variations between the
three hues. This expected result led us to believe an ROI analysis would be more

informative, as we would expect differences in processing to occur within the sub-regions
responsible for higher level colour processing (specifically within the fusiform gyrus).
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Figure 4. Voxelwise activation patterns for blue (top), red (middle), and yellow (bottom), using a threshold

of p:.0001

(k:

20).

While Marsbar was sufficient for larger scale comparisons between areas, it
cannot examine voxels within its defined regions of interest. A second ROI analysis was
therefore completed using WFU Pickatlas. The AAL atlas used in Marsbar to create the
anatomical ROI was used in conjunction with WFU Pickatlas. Although WFU Pickatlas

normally applies a small volume correction for the reduced number of voxels in the
analysis (as compared to a whole brain analysis), because we used an uncorrected
threshold the primary use of the ROI was simply to restrict further analysis to a particular
area. We maintained a height threshold of t

:

4.02 (p

:

.001), but applied an extent

threshold to minimize the number of isolated voxels being displayed (k:50; i.e., for any
- given voxel to be considered significantly active, 49 contiguous voxels must also be

active). This effectively sets a minimum cluster size of 50 voxels.

All 4 stimulus

sets

produced bilateral, but strongly left lateralized, activation in the posterior tip of the

fusiform gyms (Talairach coordinates -18, -82,-11) within the area designated V4 by
Bartels and Zeki (2001). Superimposing the ROI activation maps for colour and texfure
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(Figure 5) it is evident that colour processing extends laterally beyond the areas recruited
for texture in the posterior fusiform gyrus. However, the pattem of results shown here is

still posterior to V4alV8 (the second portion of the V4 complex) reported by Zeki (1991)
and Hadjikani et al. (1998; see discussion).

Figure 5. Colour (red), texture (green) and shared areas (orange) within the fusiform gyrus using
th¡eshold of p:.001 (k: 50).

a

Visual inspection of the activations patterns within the fusifonn gyrus for each of
the colours (and for texture) is suggestive of a hue dependent pattem of activation (Figure
6). Discrimination of blue produced a stronger bilateral activation, and also activated
more anterior portions of the left fusiform gyrus than did either red or yellow. Red and

yellow produced sirnilar activation patterns with reds producing

a larger regional extent

of activation than yellow. These hue defined activation patterns were fufiher
charactenzed by differences in the location of peak activation within the fusiform gyrus

(Table l). Finally, activations during texture discrimination produced the largest area of
activation, bilaterally, and extend"d to*ards the left lingual and parahippocampal gyri.
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Table 1
Locations and Z-scores of peak activations within the fusiform gyrus (Talailach Space).

Left Hemisphere
Perceptual

Task
Blue

Rieht Hemisphere

Talairach Coordinates Z

score Talairach Coordinates Z score

4.61

5.13
Red

4.52
3.89

Yellow

4.62

25, -18,2

4.23

4.s4

36, -66, -12

4.02

3.51

Texture

Figure 6. Fusiform ROI
p : .0001 (k : 20).

-

4.8

33, -80,

1

3.93

4.34

27, -85, -9

3.88

4.25

25 ,

-18, 0

3.84

28. -54. -9

3.74

blue (top), red (second), yeìlow (third), and texture (bottom) using a th¡eshold

of
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Discussion
The goal of this experiment was to further describe the brain areas that play a role

in the perception of colour. we hypothesized that, based on human and macaque
research, the posterior fusiform gyrus (in both V4 and V4alV8) would be involved in the

processing of colour. We first compared colour and texture processing to determine

if

there are areas unique to colour processing, or whether these are shared resources.
Furthermore, we proposed that each hue would produce a distinct pattem of activation

within the areas responsible for colour perception.
When compared to the discrimination of texture, discriminating colour produced

a

larger regional extent of activation in the area suûounding the border of the fusiform and

lingual gyri. Although there was bilateral activation, there was markedly rnore in the left
hemisphere. However, when a direct contrast between colour and texture was done, we
found no additional activation for colour in the area proposed by Zeki (1998) and

Hadjikani et al. (1998), and texture produced significantly more activation throughout the
cuneus and lingual gyri (Brodmann's areas 17

&

18; areas V1 &.V2). The ROI analysis

also demonstrated that texture discrimination produced significantly more activation in

the fusiform gyrus even though the direct contrast found no voxel-wise differences.
These results are consistent with recently published work from Cant and Goodale (2007),

who found no significant activations in V4 for the colour of an object when compared to
texture of the same object. These results are also consistent with macaque studies of early

visual processing (i.e., V1/VZ), that indicate there are overlapping cortical networks used
for processing multiple stimulus properties (e.g., Tootell et al. 2004). Our results do,
however, differ to some extent from those of Cant and Goodale (2007). Whereas their
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investigations found colour produced greater activation in left V1 and right cuneus than
did texture, our current results show the opposite: texture produced greater levels

of

activation bilaterally than did colour. In both experiments, participants completed a
matching task. However the present study used a match-to-sample paradigm with simple
patches of colour or Brodatz texture, while Cant and Goodale employed a l-back task to

maintain attention, and used objects with colours or textures. It therefore seems likely
that the differences observed are a function of stimulus differences (i.e., Cant &. Goodale
employ more visually complex stimuli) and task differences (see below).
Our current findings, thatY4 is required to process colour, is in agreement with
both patient studies (e.g., Zeki, 1990) and imaging studies (e.g., Howard et al., 1998;

McKeefry &. Zeki, 1997). However, as in McKeefry and Zeki (1997), but unlike other
previous reports (Bartels &. Zeki,2000; Beauchamp et al., 1999; Hadkjikhani et al., 1998;

Howard et al., 1998; Zeki et al., 1998) our data do not show any additional activation for
colour in V4alV8. There are a nurnber of differences between all of these paradigms that
might account for these differences.
First, whereas the current study used simple coloured/textured patches, Bartels
and

Zeki (2000), Howard et al. (1998), and McKeefry and Zeki (1997) all used 8-colour

mondrians (patterns derived from multiple, different sizelshape/colour squares), and
Beauchamp et al. (1999; also see Beauchamp et a1.,2000) used an fMRI adapted version

of the Famsworth-Munsell (FM) colour task. Of all of the studies listed above,
Beauchamp et al produced the largest clusters of activation in both posterior and
especially in more anterior fusifonn areas (i.e., V4a/V8 and beyond). The stimulus used

by Beauchamp et al. involved aingdisplayed at an eccentricity of 2 degrees visual angle
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that was 1 degree thick, composed of varying shades of a given hue. Beauchamp also
compared their results to those of McKeefry and Zeki (1997) and other studies (Corbetta

et al., 1991; Zeki, 1990) and they have suggested that the task produced more robust
activation in anterior fusiform areas because the stimuli employed covered the entire
colour spectrum, whereas the previous studies used a more restricted range of hues. In the
current study, each run only used one of three colour categories with only small
differences between the individual colour patches. This restricted range of colours may,
at least partially, explain why the current study did not find any activity in V4alV8.

Of

the studies that can be interpreted as having used a more powerful stimulus set than ours
(Bartels &.Zeki,2000; Beauchamp et al., 1999; Beauchamp et a1.,2000; Howard et al.,
1998; McKeefry

& Zeki, lggT),the study by McKeefry

and Zekidoes stand out. The

activation patterns shown by McKeefry and Zeki (1997) are more consistent with the
current results (i.e., no activation inY4a), than with the other studies that used a wider
array of colours. However, there are other considerations that may contribute to these

similarities.

A second contributing factor is attention. Several studies have reported that the
neuronal activity, and thus the observed fMRI bold signal, in striate and extrastriate areas
are greatly enhanced when participants are instructed to directly attend to what is being
presented (Beauchamp et a1., 1997; Corbetta et al., 1991; Maftinez et al., 1999; Ress,

Backus & Heeger, 2000). In the current paradigm we employed an active task that
required participants to discriminate between similarly hued patches of colour.
Conversely, all of the above studies employed a passive viewing paradigm in

combination with the mondrian stimulus set. Beaucharnp et al. (1999) also investigated
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this possibility, and also took funher steps to elucidate the interaction between the
stimulus set range (i.e., large vs. small range of colours) and the type of task (i.e., active
vs. passive). They found that an active task including a wide range of colours produced
the most activation, followed by a passive task with similar colour paradigm, and that the
passive viewing of mondrians with fewer colours produced the least activation, with no

activation in areas anterior to V4. In light of this, it seems feasible that combining a
passive viewing task with a larger range of colours within the stimulus (McKeefry &

Zeki,

7997 ) produces

roughly the same kind of response inY4 (and the rest of the V4

complex) as an active task with fewer colours (i.e., the current paradigm).

While this might reconcile differences between those of the current study and
those of McKeefry and Zeki, we must still consider why other studies that have employed
passive viewing of mondrians (Bartels &. Zeki,2000; Howard et al., 1998) elicit activity

inY4a while ours did not. Bartels

and

Zeki completed their passive viewing task under

either a static illuminant or a dynamic illuminant. The illuminant was modified by either

varying the intensity or varying the hue in a periodic fashion over the course of each

block of fMRI image acquisition. The resulting comparison showed robust activation in
both V4 andY4a. The authors concluded thatY4a is responsible for completing the ratiotaking operation required to maintain the perceived colour under varying conditions (i.e.,
colour constancy). Our experiment was carried out under a static illuminant and only
included very similar colours within a trial and thus may not have driven V4a

sufficiently. However, Howard et al. (1998) carried out a passive viewing task under

a

static illurninant and also elicited some activation in more anterior areas of the fusiform
gyrus. However, this additional activation was quite small relative to both Bartels and
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Zeki (2000) and Beauchamp et al. (1999) and may be a result of differences in the
analysis technique, thresholding, or slight differences in group performance.
When variations in stimulus selection and paradigm requirements are considered,
the current results frt well with previous investigations of colour processing in extrastriate
cortex. Our paradigm elicited activations in V4 but not V4a likely because we maintained
a consistent

viewing environment, and because we used relatively small number

of

stimuli, even though it was completed in an active paradigm. Finally, although these
areas were evidently used for the processing

of colour, area V4 clearly has

a

role in

processing other object attributes such as texture, as demonstrated by a lack of any
clusters of activation when completing a colour-texture contrast.
Studies of dyschromatopsia (e.g.,

Victor et al., 1989) led us to hypothesize that

the perception of individual colours might be subserved by unique neural substrates.

Detailed examinations of macaque striate cortex (Xiao et al^.,2003,2006) which
demonstrated a spatially organized representation of these colour categories caused us to

further speculate that this organization might also be present in extrastriate areas. In the
current investigation we restricted our investigations to the fusiform gyrus, and found that
hue was differentiated by both the extent of activation (blue produced alarger cluster

of

activation than did red or yellow), and the peak activation within the cluster (surrounding

V4) was different for each hue. Furtherrnore, our results are also suggestive of the same
relative positioning demonstrated by Xiao eì al. (2003). Yellow and red produced peak
activations that were closer together and anterior to the peak activation produced by blue.

However, one must be cautious when interpreting these data. First, the current paradigm
only employed three colour categories while Xiao et al. (2003) used 10. Xiao et al. also
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used very precise instruments to measure peak hue sensitivities within a band

of

cytochrome oxidase within V2 of the macaque. This level of precision is considerably
higher than ours, given that we are using an indirect measure (fN4RI BOLD signal) with
an in-plane resolution of 5mm and a 6mm isotropic smoothing kemel. As a result, we are

limited with respect to the conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis.
While discrimination of texture was near ceiling (93%), colour discrimination,
while mostly above chance (red was not) was significantly lower. Research has shown
that behavioral performance on a perceptual task can be predicted by the fMRI response
(Pessoa

& Padmala,2005; Ress et al., 2000). This relationship is thought to be a function

of attentional processes (as discussed above), such that it is assumed the more attention
directed towards the stimulus, the better performance is expected to be. The colour task
was, subjectively, quite

difficult. Several of the participants asked whether the task was a

trick (i.e., were the colour patches all the same colour in some of the trials). Thus, it is
possible that due to the difficulty of the tasks, participants may have given up on some

of

the colour categories where they felt it was particularly difficult, thereby directing /ess
attention to those blocks of trials in which they found differentiating the stimuli

particularly difficult (i.e., colour tasks). This could account for our findings that texture
produced alarger regional extent of activation within the fusiform gyrus, including more
anterior activations and for the greater activations for texture compared to colour in
earlier visual areas as well (V1/V2). This large difference in performance betwèen texture

discrimination and colour discrimination rnight also account for differences between our
results and those of Cant and Gooda le (2007),who found that colour produced greater
activations in early visual areas than did texture. Critical to our discussion on hue specific
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patterns of activation, even though texture discrimination performance was considerably

higher than colour discrimination, there were no differences in performance between the
blue, red, and yellow discrimination tasks. Thus, behavioral differences cannot account

for our current findings: each hue produced

a

unique pattem of activation, including

differential locations of peak activation, within V4.
Although the current study produced a cohesive set of results that are in accord

with the present conceptualization of the cortical processing of colour, there are some
additional factors that should be considered when interpreting our investigations. First,
the stimuli used for this paradigm were created and calibrated on a PC using a standard

CRT monitor. During the functional MRI runs, these images were projected to the
participant via the Avotech goggle system. This means that the stimuli presented to the
participants may have looked different than when they were originally created. A second
consideration is that the Avotech system requires the goggles be manually adjusted for
each individual. It was up to the individual participants, with the assistance of the

experimenter, to ensure the goggles were properly aligned. However, even slight head
movements can create a sifuation in which the participant can only see through one of the
lenses, forcing additional unwanted head movement in order to compensate. Future
studies would benefit from the use of a projector, on which the stimulus could be

calibrated and where loss of vision and the creation of additional head movements could
more easily be avoided.
As previously mentioned and as evidenced by the behavioral data, several of the
participants found the colour stimuli to be quite difficult relative to the texture stimuli.
Some, to the point they thought the task was a "sham" and the true aim was for some
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other psychological event. This may have been a function of the stimuli being displayed
through the Avotech goggles or the task may have just been too difficutt. To prevent

varying levels of attention from having an effect on the overall activation maps,
behavioral performance should be equal, and perhaps near ceiling, across all tasks. This
could be done by widening the perceptual steps between the colour patches until
performance is in line with that of the texture discrimination task. Furthermore small

blocks of trials could be run for each participant before entering the MRI to calibrate
performance between subjects to ensure homogeneity of performance. Finally, the rather
than using a block design, an event-related design may be more appropriate. Eventrelated designs rely on much more stringent timing mechanisms (i.e., slmchronization
between the PC running the behavioral task and the system that is running the MRI pulse
sequences) and the ordering of all stimuli is randomized (i.e., trials of textures and

different colours are intermixed). This type of paradigm would allow investigators to
eliminate incorrect responses, further mitigating any differences that may arise from
correct vs. incorrect responses.

In the discussion of hue specificity it was also noted that a) we only used 3 hues
and b) the resolution of our scans was, relatively speaking, low. Although this study

provided preliminary evidence for hue-specific activation patterns within the fusiform
gyrus, a more thorough investigation is warranted. There are additional revisions that
could improve this paradigm. Additional colours, such as those employed by Xiao et al.
(2003, 2006) could be used to further investigate the spatial relationship of the different

colour categories in human cortex and how this relationship compared to those observed
in macaque. Use of a variable illuminant to drive the area responsible for colour
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constancy, Y4a lYB (e.g., Bartels &. Zeki,2000) may also produce a similar or

complimentary colour map in anterior portions of the fusiform gyrus. In addition,
although we cannot attain a spatial resolution on the same order as the previously
mentioned macaque studies, using a stronger magnet (e.g., a 4T) and restricting the scan

areato encompass only visual cortical areas could greatly increase the spatial resolution,
which may in turn amplify the differences currently observed.
Taken together, the current experiment produces a consistent picture with
previous research that has demonstrated colour processing the fusiform gyrus. Our novel

finding is that, like macaque, humans have a hue-specific categorical organization within
the areas responsible for colour processing, although it is unclear if the spatial

relationship of this colour processing is equivalent in the two species. Although there are
a number

of paradigmatic changes that could enhance the current results, we have

nevertheless provided preliminary evidence which warrants further investigation.

To date we are aware of only one other study that has directly compared the
activation pattems in the brain associated with the stimulus attributes of texture and
colour (see Cant & Goodale,2007). One might ask why, given the large body of literature
surrounding colour processing, this kind of comparison has only come up recently.
Neuroimaging investigations of the cortical processing of colour in humans rely on good
psychophysics. One role of psychophysics (particularly as it pertains to neuroimaging) is

to devise tasks that tightly control all extraneous variables in order to isolate individual
factors that go into any given process. As previously discussed, a number of fMRI studies

in the past have used passive viewing paradigms in which subjects viewed both

a

coloured Mondrian and an achromatic version of the same Mondrian. Given that the goal
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of these previous studies was to investigate colour, one reason for not carrying out direct
comparisons between the chromatic and achromatic mondrians may have been that it

would not seem suitable to make any direct comparisons between the factor of interest
(colour) and the constrained variables (such as form and texfure). Another consideration
is that there are already a number of systems with which we can quantify colour (i.e.,
Munsell or CIE colour space), but no easy way to specify texture. This might make
investigators wary of making such comparisons. However, our current results paired with
those of Cant and Goodale (2007) suggest that the comparison between these two

stimulus attributes is an interesting question to ask. Despite differences in the stimuli
used in the two studies, we found comparable results (i.e., no areas in the fusiform gyrus

were more active for colour than for texture and visa versa).
That colour and texture appear to share large overlapping networks is, perhaps,

not surprising. Since Zekl's original claim to a colour selective area in macaque (Zeki,
1978), the reported proportion of colour selective cells within V4 (relative to cells
responsive to other forms of visual stimuli such as form) has dropped dramatically

(Tootell et a1.,2004). We also know that

a

number of cells that are responsible for colour

processing in early cortex (i.e., within the thin stripes of V2) are also responsive to

stimuli other than colour (Gegenfurtner, 199ó). So, physiologically, we have

a system

in

which there are a number of areas that are responsive to a variety of stimuli. This also
seems apparent

*h"n

one considers the phenomenology of looking at a given object,

particularly in the context of colour and texture. When one looks at any given object it

would seem odd to think of an object

as

"textureless". Even having no discernable texture

could be considered a texture, likely erring on the side of a definition akin to smoothness.
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While the term "colourless" seems intuitively correct, it is still indicative of some
baseline level of luminance and contrast which could be more aptly characterized as

black and white. It seems then, that an object will always have a texture and a colour.
Why, then do these attributes share a common processing pathway? One way to make
sense of this is to look at

it from an evolutionary perspective. For some animals colour

may not be of particular importance. Predators may rely more on size, shape and
movement to discem their prey. Omnivores, however, will have leamed (through trial
and error) that some plants are nutritious whilst others arehazardous. The surviving

members of those species would be best at extracting this additional information (colour),
along with the stimulus attributes that other animals would still need to extract (e.g.,
shape and texture). One

possibility is that the system already employed for object

identihcation slowly adapted to colour processing in addition to its previous role.

If this is true, then the next goal of research in this

area should be aimed at

ways to truly separate out texture and colour processing. One difficulty in this line

finding

of

research was that, as mentioned, we lacked a fonnal quantification of texture. Some
the most current research may have an answer for

of

us. Maloney (2008) has quantified 3-

dimensional texture along the continuum of "glossiness to bumpiness". With a precise

metric for texture, we may then be able to create more sophisticated designs, allowing for
further investigations into the unique requirements for these two object attributes. Finally,

it would be equally interesting to investigate how chaiges in texture might alter the
perceived colour ofan object, and visa versa, both from behavioral and
neuropsychological perspectives.
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Magnetic Resonance Screening Form

This questionnaire is intended to confirm eligibility of potential research subjects and to identify
factors which could make participation in an MRI study hazardous. For your safety, please
complete the following screening form with your physician:

Research Subject's Name: (please print)
Date of birth (D/M/Y):
Male

tr

Female

û

Weight

lb. or

_

kg.

Please refer to the Exclusion Griteria for MR studies and the examples provided.
SECTION A
If you have any metal in your body

as a result

of surgery, you will NOT be eligible to participate in our MRI lesearch studíes

YES

A

I

Have you ever had any surgery?
lf yes, please list surgeries and approximate dates:

To the best of your knowledge and your physician's knowledge,
did any surgery require any metal to remain in your body?

NO

u

tr

tr

tr

(lf there is doubt, the Co-ordinator of Research Protocols will ask your permission to
check your medical records)

SECTION B

If you answer YES to one or more of the questions in Section B, you will NOT be
eligible to participate in our MRI research studies.

81 Do you have any of the following?
Heart Pacemaker or Defibrillator lmplant
Aneurysm clip
lntravascular coils, filters and stents
Artificial heart valve
Neurostimulator lmplant
Cochlear (inner ear) implants
Metallic implants or objects of any kind (including orthopedic implants)
Prosthetic devices
Artificial limb or joint

YES

tr
tr
D
D

n
D
E

û
D

NO

tr
D

fl
D

tr
E

tr

n
n
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YES
B

2

Have you ever worked as a grinder, metal worker, machinist, welder or other
occupations where you may have come in contact with small metal slivers?

n

NO

E

B 3 Have you ever been injured in the head, eye or body by a metallic foreign body that
was not removed? (eg. bullets, shrapnel, metallic slivers)

trtr

B

5

Do you have braces on your teeth or non removable dental retainers?

B

6

Do you have dentalwork held in place by magnets?

B

5

Do you have body piercing (non-removable metaljewellery)?

B

6

ls there any chance you may be pregnant?
Are you breast feeding?

B

7

Do you have an IUD or contraceptive diaphragm?

B

8

Are you being treated for, or do you have a history of:
Claustrophobia (fear of closed spaces)
Seizures

DN
DD

trtr
utr
trtr
trtr
trD

DN

SECTION C
Some medical conditions can be made worse by stress. If you suffer from any of the following AND you think you may experience
stress during the course ofthe study, please consult with your doctor before participating.

C

1

Do you

have:

Uncontrolled high blood pressure
lschemic heart disease
Congestive heart disease
Angina
Heart palpitations
Other heart disorders:
Specify:
Panic attacks
Any other anxiety disorders:
Specify:

c2

Do you have any other illnesses?

Specify:

YES

tru
trD
trD

DN

trtr
útr
trD
trfI

tr

tr
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SECTION D
The pigment used in some tattoos is iron based and may cause skin irritation during the
MRI scan, especially if the tattoo is large and has been done recently. lf you have a
tattoo, please discuss with the Co-ordinator of Research Protocols.
YES
D 1 Do you have a tattoo?
tr
SECTION E . EXCLUSIONS FOR BRAIN / HEAD IMAGING
lf you answer yes to questions E I or E 2, you wilt NOT be eligible to participate in
brain/head imaging studies.
Do you have:
YES
E

I

E

2 ïattooed

.Cataract Lenses
eyeliner

NO

D

NO

tr

tr

D

tr

lf you have any metal dental work you will be able to participate in brain studies if it is
composed predominantly of precious or semi-precious alloys or amalgam.
Most dentalwork e.9., in crowns, bridges, caps, fillingg is composed of gold, semi-precious
alloys or amalgam and is allowed (Please drscuss your dental work with the Co-ordinator of
Research Protocols if it contains metal)
YES
NO
E

3

tr

Do you have crowns or non-removable dental bridgework

All information provided on this form is accurate to the best of my knowledge.
Physician's Name: (please print)
Physician's Address (please print)

Physician's Signature

Date

Research Subject's Signature

Date

D
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Written Consent Form

I have received a copy of and I have read the Research Study Summary. I understand the
nature of the study, including the potential risks and benefits. I have had adequate time to
consider the information. I have talked to Pauline Pearson and/or her colleagues. All my
questions about the study have been answered. If I have any more questions, I may call
Pauline Pearson at the University of Winnipeg at (204)-7 86-9853. I understand that I
will be sent a copy of this consent form, after signing it.
I understand that information regarding my personal identity will be kept confidential,
but that confidentiality is not guaranteed. I agree to the inspection of my research records
by the National Research Council Winnipeg Research Ethics Board, Health Canada, the
University of Manitoba Biomedical Research Ethics Board and the University of
Winnipeg Senate Ethics Committee and possible transfer of my unidentified images to
the University of Iowa. I give permission to disclose information to the Institute for
Biodiagnostics' medical imaging specialist and the physician I have named for the
purpose of follow-up.
In case of a possible abnormality showing up on the MR scan,

tr I wish my doctor, Dr.
, be informed.
L I do not wish my doctor be informed.
I realize that by signing this document I am not waivingany legal rights.
I hereby agree to participate in the research protocol, "Functional Assessment of Brain
Areas Mediating Colour Memory in Neurologically Intact Individuals" and I
understand that I can end my participation at any tirne and for any reason.

My consent

has been given freely.

Name of research subject (Print)

Signature of research subject

Date

Name of person obtaining consent
Techno lo gist, Study Nurs e)
(Print)

Role in sfudy (e.g., Investigator, MR

Signature of person obtaining consent

Date
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Stimuli Used in Match-to-Sample Task
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